Amateur Kabaddi Federation of India in order to depute Director of Competition for Kabaddi in future events of Kabaddi invites Online Applications from the eligible candidates for formation of a panel of 5, applications were invited earlier but by the outer limit date sufficient number of applications were not received. In the interest of the matter date for inviting further applications for the Director of Competition is extended to 31st October 2018. Rest of the terms and qualifications remain same and are re-mentioned as below:

Applications should be sent at the following email id:

assistantsecretaryakfi@gmail.com or offadminakfi@gmail.com or by post at the following address:

Administrator - AKFI
E-386 Cabin-B (Basement)
Greater Kailash Part 1
New Delhi – 110 048

The candidates may incorporate his / her Age, Educational Qualification, Experience and any achievement in Kabaddi.

Qualifications:

1. The candidate is required to have technical knowledge about the sports discipline with respect to its conduct and organisation.
2. He should have previously served as a Director of Competition at a National / International Championship.
3. Is required to be aware of the rules of the sport that keep updating as per International Federation.

Note: Those candidates who have applied earlier need not to apply again.
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